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T-top LED Light with Housing
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F38-2050-1

LED Light Replacement
F38-2060-1

Thank you for purchasing a quality Taco Marine product. As a family-owned business since 1959, Taco Marine takes pride
in offering the highest quality products with excellent customer service. We stand behind our products 100%. Please visit
our website, TacoMarine.com, for more detailed information on a wide variety of Sport Fishing products.
INCLUDED:
•

1-LED Light

•

1-Aluminum Housing
(F38-2050-1 only)

•

2-Mounting Clips

•

2-Mounting Screws

F38-2050-1

NOTE: This light features a convenient switch on the
end of the light without the cord. If you will be installing
the light using an existing switch on your instrument
panel, choose an installation location that will allow the
cord to reach your source of power.

When making wiring connections, be absolutely certain
that the white lead is connected to the positive side of
the power supply; and the black lead is connected to
ground. (12-24V DC ONLY). When using an in-line 2
amp fuse, install the fuse in the positive supply side.

Consider running the wire along the pipe of your T-top
using small cable ties (not supplied).

A dual red/white light switch is built into the end of
the light behind the rubber cap marked with the on/off
symbol. (NOTE: some force is necessary to deflect the
rubber to contact the switch.)

The black wire is the ground (-). The white (+) positive
wire is used for the white light. The red wire is optional
and is used to independently switch the red LED from a
dash switch as shown in the wiring diagram below.

F38-2060-1

INSTRUC-F38-2050_2060 LED LIGHTS

Mount using provided clips or with velcro or tie wraps.
The clips are designed to be used on either tube or flat
mounting surface. For F38-2050-1, mount aluminum
housing to structure using
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